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Abstract: The exponential growth of internet over the past decade has increased millions of web pages published on
every subject. Internet provides only a medium for communication between the computer and for accessing online
document over this network but not to organize this large amount of data. There are different subject based web
directories like Open Directory Project’s (ODP) Directory Mozilla (DMOZ), Yahoo etc., these directories organize web
pages in hierarchy. Due to the rapid growth of web pages the categorization demands the need of machine learning
technique to automatically maintain the web page directory service. To assign a web page into a class the textual
information in the page serves as a hint. Here we propose a method which uses an extended TDW scheme for feature
representation and a naïve Bayesian to build the classification model. The web page categorization provides a wide
range of advantages that ranges from knowledgebase construction, to improve the quality of web results, web content
filtering, focused crawling etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Web Mining is the branch of data mining which deals with
the study of World Wide Web [1]. It refers to the use of
data mining techniques to automatically find out and mine
information from World Wide Web documents and
services. In every second millions of bytes are added all
over the world. As the number of web pagesare increasing
the task of classification not feasible by manually which
demands the need of a programmed technique? Web pages
contain many irrelevant words than relevant words from
advertisement, banner and special characters. It may also
contain audio, image and/or video information associated
with them. The web pages does not keep any standard
formatting or size, pages are volatile in nature. Some web
pages may be unstructured, some pages may be semi
structured and some pages may be structured. To find the
category of the web page, the textual information in the
web page serves as a hint.

predefines classes. The task of classification assign a web
page Wi into a class Cj based on its features. The features
of a web page can obtain from the page itself and its
neighbor page. The neighbor page feature may lead to
false classification due to the existence of local noise. The
proposed methods mainly consist of two phases feature
extraction phase and classification phase. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews previous
work on the machine learning and classification. Section
III and IV discusses the classification of web pages and
Naïve Bayes Theorem respectively, Section V presents our
approach of classifying websites based on home pages
using NB technique. Section VI discusses the results of
our experiment. The last section summarizes the paper and
gives some directions for future research.

People are highly depending on the search engines for
finding the required information. The results returned by a
query always shown in a single rank based mechanism, by
using the categorization the returned result can be
differentiated based on the category as well as ranking in
each category which can effectively improve result
quality.The web page categorization method should
address the synonym detection, rank based outcome,
dimensionality of document representation, and existence
of local noise, html tag based content representation and
URL in the page. Instinctively the web page categorization
is the task of classifying a web document under a
predefined category. More formally, Let {W1, W2... Wn}
be a set of web page features and {C1, C2…Ct} be the

Most of the existing methods based on term frequency
weighting scheme for feature representation. The term
relevance of a class is obtained based on how many times
a word present in the class, as before term frequency
approach Boolean model where used. It provides a binary
weighting scheme. This model has extended by Gerard
Salton et al.[2].
.While considering a web page the
importance of a word is varying based on where it
belongs. Consider an example, two web pages shares a
common term on of the page belongs to class Aand other
in class B. In the first web page the term present in the title
or header tag and in the second page it belongs to the
paragraph tag. In the term document weighingscheme [3]
the relevance of the term is higher for class A as compare
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to class B.For the classification of web page there are
different classifiers. Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a
relatively new learning approach introduced by Vapnik in
1995 for solving two-class pattern recognition problems
[4][5]. The method is defined over a vector space problem
is to find a decision surface that best separates the data
points in two classes. In order to define the best
separation, we need to introduce a “margin” between two
classes.
KNN stands for k-nearest neighbor classification, a wellknown statistical approach which has been intensively
studied in pattern recognition for over four decades [6] [7].
The KNN algorithm is quite simple: given a test
document, the system finds the k nearest neighbors among
the training documents, and uses the categories of the k
neighbors to weight the category candidates. The
similarity score of each neighbor document to the test
document is used as the weight of the categories of the
neighbor document.
LLSF stands for Linear Least Squares Fit, a mapping
approach developed by Yang [8]. A multivariate
regression model is automatically learned from a training
set of documents and their categories. The training data
are represented in the form of input/output vector pairs
where the input vector is a document in the conventional
vector space model (consisting of words with weights),
and output vector consists of categories (with binary
weights) of the corresponding document.
Neural network (NNet) techniques have been intensively
studied in Artificial Intelligence. NNet approaches to text
categorization were evaluated on the Reuters-21450
corpus by Wiener et al. [9]. Wiener et al. tried both a
perceptron approach (without a hidden layer) and threelayered neural networks (with a hidden layer). The
systems use a separate neural network per category,
learning a non-linear mapping from input words (or more
complex features such as singular vectors of a document
space) to a category.
Naive Bayes (NB) probabilistic classifiers are commonly
studied in machine learning [10] [11] [12]. The basic idea
in NB approaches is to use the joint probabilities of words
and categories to estimate the probabilities of categories
given a document. The naive part of NB methods is the
assumption of word independence, the conditional
probability of a word given a category is assumed to be
independent from the conditional probabilities of other
words given that category. This assumption makes the
computation of the NB classifiers far more efficient.
For the huge amount of training data SVM, KNN shows
higher performance but SVM is very slow while training
and KNN slow at testing time which again places an
importance to the naïve Bayesian classifier.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed approach uses the extended term document
weight (ETDW) scheme. Web page content is completely
different from an ordinary text file so the relevance of a
term is varying not only based upon the frequency of term
Copyright to IJIREEICE

appeared but also where it present in the document.The
proposed method consist of three phases feature
extraction, Feature selection and classification. The feature
extraction stage takes an input web page. First step is to
extract the web page content based on the html tags, then
perform stop word removal. The stop words are consider
to be the connectives and preposition in English language.
For stop word removal we use the Google provided list of
words. The resulting string content is tokenized.

Fig 1: Proposed Architecture
The word mapping phase receives the tokenized content
and for each word having a synonym extract the row of its
synonyms and returns the minimum length word for
stemming. For example a word x3 is having a synonym
then extract the first synonym field value for x1 from the
particular row, the first field will be minimum length
synonym term for x3.
TABLE I.

Id
1

Synonym1
x1

2

y1

SYNONYM TERMS
Synonym2
Synonym3
x2
x3
y2

y3

In many cases, morphological alternatives of words have
similar semantic interpretations and can be considered as
equivalent for the purpose of many applications. Porter’s
stemming algorithm [13] is used to map the term into its
root form. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the
dataset we use a term frequency feature selection
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scheme.Compute the Extended TDW matrix for the web
P(ri| ci)= P(t1 | ci)P(t2 | ci)P(t3 | ci)...P(tn| ci)
(2)
page based on the term appearing frequency and tag
weighting. Letrec1, rec2, rec3 be three records. rec1= {t2, The probability of a term to a class can be computed by
t1, t3} rec2= {t4, t1, t3} rec3={t2, t4, t1, t3}.The notation
fti be the number of times the term appear in a specific tag.
(3)
The TDW matrix with sentence feature is given in Table 2. By equation (1),
TABLE II.
EXTENDED TDW MATRIX WITH SENTENCE
FEATURE
(4)
A web page is assigned to a class based on the posterior
probability P(ci| ri).
t1
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t3

t4
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IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A.Algorithm : Web_Page_Categorization
Input: Input Web page W,Record set Ri
Output:Class label C
ETDW = Feature_extraction (W);
C = Classifier(ETDW,ETDW (Ri));
Return C;

B.Algorithm:
Feature_extraction
ck
wt represent the tag weighting scheme. Here we use the Input: Input Web page W
Output:Extended_TDW_Matrix
weighting scheme [14].
1. E_content=tag_based_content(W);
TABLE III.
WEIGHTING SCHEME
2. Content=stop_word_removal(E_content);
3. T[]=Tokenize(Content);
4. For j=0 to |T|
5 Wm_c=WordMapping(T[j]);
6ETDW(W,Wm_c)=ETDW(W,Wm_c)+(count(Wm_c)*ta
g_weight);
7. End;
8. Return ETDW;
C:Algorithm
WordMapping
Input: Tokenized term Ti
Output: Stemmed term
1. If (exist (Ti).synonym)
2. Extract_synonym [] =Synonym (Ti);
3. Ti=Minimum length (Extract_synonym[]);
4. End
For the web page classification we use the naïve Bayesian 5. Return porter_stem(Ti);
classifier. The extended TDW matrix contains web page
feature terms tagged with the tag-frequency weight. The D:Algorithm
Classifier
naïve Bayesian is based on the bayes rule, it requires a Input: ETDW, ETDW (Ri)
simple representation of the document feature as a bag of Output: Predicted class C
words. Let R={r1,r2,…,rn} be set of records and 1.Foreach Class C
C={c1,c2,...,cm} be the set of classes. Each record is 2. Posterior_prob [] = Compute (P (Ci | ETDW))
labeled with the associated classes (ri,cj) in the training set. 3. Return Max (posterior_prob (Ci));
The probability of a document ri being in class ci using
Bayes theorem is given by:
V. EXPERIEMENT AND RESULT
A. Data Collection
(1)
As P(ri) is independent of the class, it can be The data is collected based on different categories. In
ignored.Naïve Bayesian has an assumption that every order to create the dataset, services of various search
attributes are consider to be an independent to each other. engines and subject directories were used. Search engines
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like goggle, bing etc, and DMOZ subject directory has
used. Created a repository of web pages obtained by
querying some specific keywords and collected all similar
web pages with respect to the higher rank position. Some
of the results were omitted due to the lack of required
contents retrieved and based on required file formats. Each
page thus obtained are processed to extract the features
which weighted according to the weighting scheme and
created the extended term document weight matrix with a
class attribute for the training data.
B. Experimental Setup and Result
To conduct the required experiment, we created an online
tool which is capable of extracting features form web page
either by giving a URL or by upload the web page from
the local system. The system build an Extended TDW
matrix for the input web pages by applying stop word
removal, stemming and word mapping. During the training
phase web page given as input with the class label.
Table 4 shows a sample feature extraction. Based on the
stemmed output the extended TDW matrix is formed. The
matrix formed by arranging the term as attribute names.
The weights are inserted into the column with respect to
the record entry.
TABLE IV.

Recall(R) =
TABLE V.

Number of relevant web pages retrieved
Total number of relevant web pages

(6)

PERFORMANCE MEASURE

Category

Precision
%

Recall
%

Education
Banking
Tourism
Cooking
Hospitals
Beauty and Health
Program documentation
Sports
Entertainment
Accuracy

90.9
89.7
91.1
89.55
89.46
91.29
92.97
93.56
91.01
91.06

89.81
89.05
90.73
89.44
89.31
90.92
92.61
92.47
90.78
90.56

While creating a repository of 100 pages, a TDW matrix
of almost size 100 x 1700 is created in preprocessing
phase. When the word mapping scheme is applied the term
count reduced to almost 1400.

PREPROCESSING

The proposed feature weighting scheme is very efficient,
but the time required for the web page parsing increases
depending upon the word count increases. The execution
time can be reduced by dividing the computation into
smaller task and perform it in parallel.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

C. Result Analysis
For evaluating the degree of accuracy, efficiency and
scalability of our proposed approach, we have used
repository that contains the web pages documents obtained
through querying in Google search engine. The
performance of the proposed approach is evaluated with
the help of evaluation metrics such as, Precision, Recall.
Number of relevant web pages retrieved

Precision (P) =

Total number of web pages retrieved

Copyright to IJIREEICE

(5)

The web page categorization is stance as one of the main
threat to the huge increasing of web pages in
heterogeneous sources, which demands an efficient
machine learning technique to categorize the web page.
There are various methods have proposed with different
classifier. In the proposed approach we use an extended
term document weighting scheme (ETDW) for feature
representation and naïve Bayesian to build the classifier
model. According to this weighting the experiment result
shows that the proposed method is efficient and improved
the precision and recall.
We believe that this work represents an important step
toward the web page categorization. The proposed method
can be further improved by implementing a parallel
execution framework for feature extraction.
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